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On Friday June 19, a group of fifteen artists are coming together at the Tape Modern to exhibit their best
pieces. One of the most whimsically utilitarian ones is by German artist Matze Görig, who is showing his
“Superhammer” series. Here, we highlight three of his pieces: The “Flexible Fun”, the “Cubic-Oriental
Art Hammer” and the “Suicide Hammer”.

The Flexible Fun (pictured above) features a hammerhead that resembles a wooden rolling pin, softly
nestled in a pink and gray satin box. Bonus: A couple of nails have been inserted in the box’s lid for your
hammering pleasure.

Next up, the Cubic-Oriental-Art Hammer rests in a wonderful blue, white and silver-lined box; if you hold
the hammer up to your eye you can view Asian art through a peephole in one of the sides.

The grungy Suicide Hammer features a gilded razorblade inside its unclenched head as well as hinges to
seal the weaponry up again. Lying inside a black and grey coffin-like box, it really does remind one of
darker times.

Doors open at 19:00; but the afterparty goes ‘til late.
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17/06/2009  Exhibition No.10 @ Tape Modern
On Friday June 19, a group of fifteen artists are coming together at the Tape Modern to
exhibit their best pieces. One of the most whimsically utilitarian ones is by German artist
Matze Görig, who is showing his “Superhammer” series. Here, we highlight three of his
pieces: The “Flexible Fun”, t...

10/06/2009  Banksy announces Bristol show
Rumor had it that mysterious street artist Banksy, who´s known for his amazing street art,
famous fans and copious art books all over the place, was to open a summer show
sometime soon – we didn’t know when and where.   Now here are the hard facts: there will
be a show and it is opening...

25/05/2009  Vivienne Westwood @ Latitude Festival 2009
This years´ Latitude Festival (16th - 19th of July) will be extra special due to the
appearance of Vivienne Westwood. Punk's high fashion priestess is not performing with a
new band - although that might have been interesting - but reading extracts from her Active
Resistance to Propaganda, a th...
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